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Abstract:  Stable, continuously tunable, beat-frequency generation of microwave frequencies up 
to 150 GHz, with narrow linewidth, is demonstrated from a dual-frequency ceramic Nd:YAG 
microchip laser, using optical and radio-frequency spectra. 
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1. Introduction 

Ceramic or polycrystalline materials have become popular as laser gain media because they offer versatile 
structures and opportunities for scaling up the laser power, while retaining many of the properties of the related 
crystalline lasers. Higher gain concentrations in Nd:YAG, impossible in traditionally grown crystals, have been 
demonstrated up to 10-at.% using ceramic growth techniques [1]. Ceramic also has superior mechanical strength and 
good control of dopant profiles which make these materials especially appropriate for miniaturization. Furthermore, 
we earlier showed an enhancement of the self-heterodyne performance of more than 6 dB increase of heterodyned 
RF peak powers in a 5-cm long, electro-optically-tuned 1-at.%-doped ceramic dual-frequency laser as compared to 
an equivalent crystalline laser [2]. 

Dual frequency lasers offer a promising approach to the challenging task of generating terahertz radiation, as 
they offer tunable, power-scalable sources with relatively low noise. Two-frequency operation can occur in isotropic 
solid-state lasers such as Nd:YAG and various doped glasses.  The laser can oscillate on two orthogonally-polarized 
modes simultaneously, if there are no intracavity polarization-selective elements or anisotropic losses. The addition 
of a small phase anisotropy, typically by introducing two waveplates to an initially isotropic laser resonator, 
produces a proportional optical frequency difference between two helicoidal or twisted polarizations. These 
helicoidally-polarized modes are linearly polarized at each end mirror, but with orthogonal polarizations. The modes 
rotate spatially through the laser resonator, hence the terms twisted or helicoidal modes. When the two intra-cavity 
quarter-waveplates sandwich the gain medium, the helicoidal modes serve two purposes (a) to suppress spatial hole 
burning in a similar manner to that in unidirectional ring lasers and hence maintain a single longitudinal mode, and 
(b) to provide a means of altering the phase difference or equivalently the frequency difference between the two 
eigenmodes. When combined at a fast photo-detector, the eigenmodes produce an electrical beat-note signal at 
microwave or even terahertz frequencies. These “photonic” microwave sources demonstrate wide (beat) frequency 
tuning, good long-term stability [3] and low phase noise [4]. 

The beat-frequency signal from a helicoidally-polarized laser is proportional to the relative angle between two 
intra-cavity quarter waveplates (QWP) and is inversely proportional to the optical path length of the laser resonator. 
To obtain broad tuning ranges such as those required for today’s microwave and tomorrow’s terahertz applications, 
microchip and microlaser architectures are needed. Here, a microchip laser based on a 0.25-mm long highly-doped 
(4%) ceramic Nd:YAG slice is used to explore beat-frequency generation to much higher frequencies. 

2. Laser arrangement and optical properties 

The ~300 μm-long laser resonator contained a 0.25-mm long 4% ceramic Nd:YAG microchip and two zero-order 
quarter wave plates, bonded to flat glass substrates with high reflectance 1064-nm mirror coatings at the substrate-
waveplate interface. The ceramic microchip gain material was glued to the input waveplate-mirror, and the output 
waveplate-mirror (R ≈ 97%) was placed close to the ceramic.  Each waveplate-mirror was independently rotatable.  

The 808 nm depolarized pump beam was focused to a 200-µm spot, somewhat smaller than the cavity mode 
size of ~ 250 µm.  A small pump spot can reduce effects such as noise due to localized transverse modes.  With a 
pump power of up to 200 mW, the microchip laser operated with a slope efficiency of 10-20%.  It oscillated on a 
single transverse mode with typically two orthogonal polarizations and a beam quality factor of  M2 ≈ 1.2 to 1.4. 
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3. Terahertz tuning range 

Two equal-intensity narrow optical features separated by an optical frequency difference determined by the relative 
angles of the two quarter waveplates were observed on a high resolution optical spectrum analyzer.  Adjusting the 
relative angles of the quarter waveplates tuned the optical frequency difference linearly as shown in Fig. 1 from a 
few GHz to over 150 GHz.  As the frequency separation approached the spectral linewidth of the gain, the intensity 
of the modes decreased as indicated in the insets of Fig. 1.  

 
 

Fig.1. Tuning of the optical frequency separation between orthogonally polarized modes as a function of relative quarter-waveplate 
angles. Error bars indicate the minimum resolution of distinct spectral features.  Each inset shows the optical frequency spectrum for 
that data point.  

At lower frequencies, below several GHz, the beat-note signal was observed using a fast photodiode on a 6 GHz 
bandwidth oscilloscope. The resulting spectrum revealed a strong, narrow-linewidth beat-note signal. The linewidth 
of the beat signal was instrument-limited to less than 100 kHz and drifted less than 2 MHz (at a center beat 
frequency of 1.6 GHz) over an hour period without active cavity stabilization. The relative intensity noise (RIN) of 
the beat spectrum was shot-noise-limited except near relaxation oscillations and near the beat-note signal. 

4. Conclusions 

We present a helicoidally-polarized microchip laser, continuously tunable over a bandwidth of more than 150GHz.  
It is a simple, widely-tunable, stable photonic-based microwave to terahertz frequency source, which demonstrates 
the largest continuous dual-polarization tuning range of a single longitudinal mode reported to date in Nd:YAG and 
highlights possibilities of larger tuning ranges with optimized choice of gain materials and compact cavity designs. 
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